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Improve Your Spanish Communication Skills. Learning a new language is very exciting. It gives you

the advantage of travelling with ease, meeting new people and fully experiencing a new culture. The

goal of this book is to show you the quickest way to learn the Spanish language in an effective and

efficient manner. Aside from covering the basics in detail, like general words and phrases, this guide

will cover a full range of Spanish language ideas, concepts and other essential areas including:

Numbers Family and friends Moving around Food, cooking and restaurants Hobbies Emergencies

Shopping Post office and movies Feelings and emotions Love and relationships Jobs Sports House

and furniture Common mistakes made as people learn Spanish And plenty more! The Spanish

language is spoken by nearly 400 million people. Open yourself to a whole new world of possibilities

and adventure by getting your copy of this guide.
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I have been to Spain several times and each time I feel a little lost with my lack of ability in the area

of Spanish. That is where this book hits the spot. Ever since going through this book, I feel my

Spanish is much better. I can now speak it more fluently and also understand when people talk.

That is the most important thing and what I was lacking was vocabulary. The problem is that most

books have no real system to learn it. However, this book makes it super fun to learn this glorious

language!

After studying Spanish in college for three years and then lived in Spain for 5 months I have not

been using my Spanish skills for over 10 years, so I needed to brush up on my Spanish skills



quickly for a business assignment that will take me to Mexico, Spain and Argentina. This book is a

complete crash course in Spanish. I believe the method of memorizing as many words and phrases

as possible is a good one, and they also put a big emphasis on correct pronunciation. I also like the

author's idea of watching videos on line with the subtitles, which I tried several times and it really

works. What you really need to do is study this book and then get a conversation partner to practice

speaking and listening. Buenos Dias Amigos.

Spanish: Beginner's Step by Step Course to Quickly Learning the Spanish Language, Spanish

Grammer and Spanish Phrases is a great book that is designed to teach you Spanish

Fundamentals that include the language, grammar, usage and common phrases. You cannot go

wrong at the price of 99 cents.

Good guide for beginners. I like the fact that is stresses the importance of correct pronunciation and

doesn't bore you with endless grammar info.Motivational tips were also good. Overall- this can be a

good choice for beginners and it's really step-by-step and focused on everyday situations and

practical expressions.

I've recently decided to start learning Spanish. I have some basic knowledge and book helped me

to remind myself. It's great for giving an excellent basic vocabulary that covers many aspects of

daily life, it contains simple practical methods that anyone can do regardless of age and gender. It

starts from the very basic level- the alphabet then goes into simple greetings, then basic

expressions and daily vocabulary. Will recommend this book to my friends too and looking forward

to have more of Steven J. Michaels.

Nice introductory book on Spanish. The book covers some basic words necessary for getting

around, then devotes specific chapters to different types of subjects, such as sports, relationships

and feelings. Would definitely recommend.

This is a really terrible book. Particularly if you are a fool like me and order the printed book. It isn't

formatted at all and has lots of hyperlinks to youtube videos printed throughout as underlined text,

which of course are useless when printed.It's also just a phrasebook that makes a very poor effort at

teaching grammar and then just launches into all the usual rubbish of phrase books:"The snowstorm

is strong", "My second-cousin once-removed is divorced". If you are looking at something to help



you begin to confidently construct sentences in Spanish look elsewhere

my Spanish friends are glad that i can now understand the language and speak fluently with them.

that's all thanks to the person who introduced me to this book.i was able to read and understand

everything written in this book with ease. the conversations are interesting . just like a da to day

living conversation.this book was very helpful to me and i gladly recommend this book especially for

beginners .
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